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   Salzburg’s only small luxury hotel - come in and come home

    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

    
            
                

    
            
                A charming jewel for a good feeling
            

        



            
        



            



            



        
    



                
                

    A mild evening. The unforgettable performance still lingers while you leisurely stroll past the cathedral through the traditional old town of Salzburg. Just a few steps and you are at home - at home in an old town hotel that doesn’t look like a typical hotel. It’s more like a private residence from a bygone era. A retreat to come home to.
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                A special hotel. Very special. Pure Salzburg.
            

        



            



            



        
    



                
                

    Away from all the hustle and bustle, the romantic small luxury hotel is located in a charming, historic alley in the center of Salzburg’s old town. Stylishly reserved from the outside, the 700-year-old hotel welcomes you with exclusive charm and excellent service. The Hotel Goldgasse is the only small luxury hotel in Salzburg. Individuality, luxury and great attention to detail are evident in each of the 16 rooms.
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				For connoisseurs ;) The Hotel is a real insiders' tip!!! Simply magical.

				
					Expedia.at

				

			

		
			
				Extraordinary decorated rooms, a warm and first-class service in every department. The guest ist king.

				
					Expedia.at

				

			

		
			
				A wonderful Hotel in the middle of Salzburgs old town... I would like to point out the extraordinary sympathic and friendly lady at the reception. We were welcomed very warm and nicely – I immediately felt comfortable.
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				Super staff!!! The quality of service and the location are great!!!

				
					Expedia.at

				

			

		
			
				Thank you for the wonderful stay in your Hotel. The rooms were very big, deocrated wonderfully and very clean. The highlight was our private rooftop terrace – we sat there until 2 am and enjoyed the wonderful view to the fortress and cathedral.

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				Very beautiful and small Hotel, where customer service is the first priority!

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				Very great Hotel and a real insiders' tip in Salzburg. We had a very warm welcome and a great breakfast. We will come back.

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				Very beautiful Hotel directly in Salzburgs old town. In my opinion Hotel Goldgasse is one of the best Hotels in Salzburg (or even the best one).

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				Wonderful and clean rooms. Great location. Perfect breakfast and super friendly service. It couldn't be better.

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				Everythings simply perfect in this Hotel! We weren't here for the first time and definitely not for the last time!

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				The quality of service and the location are simply perfect!!!

				
					Google.at

				

			

		
			
				Everything was like we expected it to be! The Hotel coulnd't be located any more central. The staff was extraordinary friendly, rooms were very comfortable and the breakfast was perfect. We will be back!

				
					Booking.com

				

			

		
			
				I would have wanted to stay longer. The location is a dream. The rooms are decorated really beautiful, staff was very accommodating and breakfast on point. You have to have dinner at the Restaurant. The beef tartare ist a dream and the famous "Salzburger Nockerl" are a delight (portion for 2).

				
					Booking.com

				

			

		
			
				They anticipated every wish. I didn't want to check-out of this Hotel. When we visit Salzburg the next time, we will definitely stay at Hotel Goldgasse.

				
					Booking.com
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                Once you’ve arrived, you’re home. At the Hotel Goldgasse.
            

        



            



            



        
    



                
                

    An authentic hotel with authentic flair. A special kind of designer hotel. An art hotel in Salzburg. Sensational ceiling frescoes, sometimes still with the old stucco. Ornate chandeliers, table and floor lamps by Barovier & Toso, the oldest Venetian glass manufacturer. A piece of naturally rough wall next to glass walls with a background of photographs. And large format scenes from the Salzburg Festival. A performance is dedicated to each room. Classic meets contemporary in the Hotel Goldgasse and is always presented in a new way. Far from the conventional, always with noble understatement. A commitment to the individual. In style, form and service. Let yourself be pampered in an incomparable hotel in the old town of Salzburg.
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						[image: Beautiful decoration placed in the double room "Buhlschaft" at the Hotel Goldgasse in Salzburg]
					
				
			

			
		

	



                
                    



                
                
                    



                
            


        


    

            
                
                    
                
                
                    



                
                
                    

    
        
            

    
            
                Excellent location. In the old town of Salzburg.
            

        



            



            



        
    



                
                

    Small Luxury Hotel. A town home. Starting point in the best location for a short break in Salzburg. Salzburg Cathedral, Mozart’s birthplace. Cultural highlights just a few steps away. The Hotel Goldgasse is a rarity amongst hotels that combines style, design and luxury with an outstanding location in the center of the Mozart city of Salzburg. Famous coffee houses and shopping experiences of the highest standard are also just around the corner. Discover Salzburg, live life. In the Small Luxury Hotel Goldgasse.

Breakfast & Brunch at its best

You want to enjoy your visit to Salzburg's old town; fully, from morning to night. We want you to succeed! The day begins with us with a gourmet breakfast with the finest regional delicacies from Salzburg. If you want to sleep in, just come to our Gasthof Goldgasse for brunch. Located between an inn and an upscale restaurant, it is one of the best addresses in the heart of the old town. Here, popular classics are interpreted in a creative way.

There is much to discover in Salzburg's old town

Salzburg is full of history, the old town impresses with architectural beauty. With our hotel you are right in the middle of this historic city and can explore the most important sights on foot. Whether it's the Residenzmuseum, Salzburg Cathedral or Mozart's birthplace - a five-minute walk is all you need. During Advent, the famous Christkindlmarkt is also around the corner. Events at any time of the year round off your city break to Salzburg or offer another reason for your visit. Let yourself be inspired - our top location makes it possible for you!
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